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Defeat Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and Feel Happy and Energetic Every Day!★Second Edition
Available Now! ★★★★ Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now!
★★★What is Chronic Fatigue Syndrome? Are you curious to find out if you or someone in your
family is suffering from this disease? What can you do to start feeling better?If so, then Tired of
Tiredness! How to Overcome Being Tired All the Time and Beat Chronic Fatigue for Life is the
book for you. This book exposes the truth about Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and offers essential
facts about it for you to consider. You'll learn why some people have more energy than others,
and how to beat tiredness once and for all!What can you do to fight back? How can you defeat
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome?Tired of Tiredness! How to Overcome Being Tired All the Time and
Beat Chronic Fatigue for Life can help you adjust your diet to Eat Your Way to Overcoming
Chronic Fatigue! Let this essential book give you the information your need to feel better and
have more energy!Tired of Tiredness! How to Overcome Being Tired All the Time and Beat
Chronic Fatigue for Life is available for Download Now.Download Tired of Tiredness! How to
Overcome Being Tired All the Time and Beat Chronic Fatigue for Life Now for Instant Reading by
Scrolling Up and Clicking the "Buy" Button.Happy reading and good luck!

About the AuthorAlessandra Moro Buronzo est naturopathe. Elle est l'auteur des Remèdes
naturels pour les Nuls et de Je me soigne avec les Fleurs de Bach (First). Jean-Charles
Schnebelen est pharmacien.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Personal Health: Tired of Tiredness! How to Overcome Being Tired All the Time and Beat
Chronic Fatigue for Life. (Healthy Living, Healthy Eating & Self Healing) 2nd
EditionDisclaimer This book is intended for informational purposes only. It is not designed to
treat, cure, or diagnose any disease, health problem or medical condition, and then it is up to the
reader to consult a healthcare professional. This book is not a substitute for medical advice. The
author is not to be held liable for any injury the reader may endures as a result of reading this
book. All Rights Reserved Copyright © 2013 – Sofia Johansson. All rights are reserved. You may
not distribute, share, resell or reprint this intellectual property in any way, without written consent
from the author.Table of Contents IntroductionChapter 1: Fatigue: The Truth ExposedChapter 2:
Chronic Fatigue FactsChapter 3: Why Some People Have More Energy than OthersChapter 4:
Beat Tiredness Once and For AllChapter 5: Putting Energizing Methods to PracticeChapter 6: 7
Day Plan to Combat FatigueChapter 7: Eat Your Way to Overcoming Chronic
FatigueConclusionIntroduction Thank you and congratulations for downloading the book,
“Tired of Tiredness! How to Overcome Being Tired All the Time and Beat Chronic Fatigue for
Life.” In this book, you will learn more about tiredness and chronic fatigue. You will
become familiar with the signs and symptoms that point to issues of fatigue and the possibilities
of where they arise from. You will gain a wider perspective on the habits and lifestyles of both
those that contribute to feelings of tiredness as well as those that contribute to a healthier,
energetic lifestyle. When you are able to better gauge which activities or non-activities contribute
to your fatigue and which ones are energizing, you will be better equipped to make the right
decisions every step of the way in living an exhaustion-free life. Get to learn effective and
doctor-recommended techniques to overcome fatigue. Come to know everyday remedies that
have stood the test of time over thousands of years that still hold true today. Sometimes all it
comes down to is a matter of a few habit changes and developing a healthy mental outlook on
life to get you back on the energy boost wagon. In accordance with this kind of mindset, you will
also be introduced to different ways of looking at problems, stresses, and ways to cope in life. If
you choose to be consistent with them, they will help to strengthen you and cultivate your own
power with such endurance that you will wonder why people have not been taught these things
from young ages as a part of everyday life and practice. By the time you are done reading
this book, you will have the tools and the knowledge you will need to beat fatigue. Your journey to
improving your life begins right after you’re done reading, perhaps even as you read this book. It
is all a matter of how far you choose to run with it and when you choose to begin. This is
a tortoise versus the hare race, if you should even consider it to be a race, so the most important
thing is that you find the pace that is right for you. Too fast and you might become overwhelmed
or discouraged. Too slow and you may also become discouraged from the lack of results. At your
own pace and with consistency, the small steps add up over time. Soon enough, with patience
and practice, the transformation will have occurred within you right under your nose! You will find



yourself with more energy and more capable to fill your life with what truly matters to you.
Just remember that this is not a quick fix. That’s why so many people are attracted to the “pill”
solution for everything, because they want a fix and they want it immediately. The truth is though,
it is most often the lifestyle choices that we make that put us in the position we currently find
ourselves in. So then, the “quick fix” becomes a temporary solution that we have to keep
repeating (and really become dependent upon) so long as our habits and lifestyles remain the
same, which is no fix at all. The contents within this book and suggestions for solutions are long
term, true fixes. They are not a Band-Aid. They are the potential for an internal cure. The
“long term” means that yes, they take time to fully integrate into your lifestyle, but once they do,
they will carry you and continue to give back to you for the rest of your life so long as you
maintain them. The “fix” means that you are letting go of habits and choices that work against
you and keep holding you back from truly feeling great, while realigning your body and mind to
work together as they naturally do, tuning into the generator process that keeps you feeling
energized when you need it, and calm but ready at other times. So if you are prepared,
get ready for a transformation within your life. Get ready to begin seeing your life as you truly
wish it and allow yourself to remain open to the surprises that life has to offer which are so great
you could not have even imagined them for yourself. Wake up to a new beginning with fresh
potential in every moment! Again, congratulations and enjoy!Chapter 1: Fatigue: The
Truth Exposed
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to your fatigue and which ones are energizing, you will be better equipped to make the right
decisions every step of the way in living an exhaustion-free life. Get to learn effective and
doctor-recommended techniques to overcome fatigue. Come to know everyday remedies that
have stood the test of time over thousands of years that still hold true today. Sometimes all it
comes down to is a matter of a few habit changes and developing a healthy mental outlook on
life to get you back on the energy boost wagon. In accordance with this kind of mindset, you will
also be introduced to different ways of looking at problems, stresses, and ways to cope in life. If
you choose to be consistent with them, they will help to strengthen you and cultivate your own
power with such endurance that you will wonder why people have not been taught these things
from young ages as a part of everyday life and practice. By the time you are done reading
this book, you will have the tools and the knowledge you will need to beat fatigue. Your journey to
improving your life begins right after you’re done reading, perhaps even as you read this book. It
is all a matter of how far you choose to run with it and when you choose to begin. This is
a tortoise versus the hare race, if you should even consider it to be a race, so the most important
thing is that you find the pace that is right for you. Too fast and you might become overwhelmed
or discouraged. Too slow and you may also become discouraged from the lack of results. At your
own pace and with consistency, the small steps add up over time. Soon enough, with patience
and practice, the transformation will have occurred within you right under your nose! You will find
yourself with more energy and more capable to fill your life with what truly matters to you.
Just remember that this is not a quick fix. That’s why so many people are attracted to the “pill”
solution for everything, because they want a fix and they want it immediately. The truth is though,
it is most often the lifestyle choices that we make that put us in the position we currently find
ourselves in. So then, the “quick fix” becomes a temporary solution that we have to keep
repeating (and really become dependent upon) so long as our habits and lifestyles remain the
same, which is no fix at all. The contents within this book and suggestions for solutions are long
term, true fixes. They are not a Band-Aid. They are the potential for an internal cure. The
“long term” means that yes, they take time to fully integrate into your lifestyle, but once they do,
they will carry you and continue to give back to you for the rest of your life so long as you
maintain them. The “fix” means that you are letting go of habits and choices that work against
you and keep holding you back from truly feeling great, while realigning your body and mind to
work together as they naturally do, tuning into the generator process that keeps you feeling
energized when you need it, and calm but ready at other times. So if you are prepared,
get ready for a transformation within your life. Get ready to begin seeing your life as you truly
wish it and allow yourself to remain open to the surprises that life has to offer which are so great
you could not have even imagined them for yourself. Wake up to a new beginning with fresh
potential in every moment! Again, congratulations and enjoy!Chapter 1: Fatigue: The
Truth Exposed A rose by any other name is still a rose. Fatigue, exhaustion, tiredness,
listlessness, or lethargy—they all mean one thing; it is a looming lack of energy, whether physical
or mental. Over longer periods of time or repetitive short periods of time feeling like this, it can



also lead to the loss of motivation and possibly depression; not just in your mind, but in the
chemistry of your brain and body too. Becoming aware of the signs and symptoms,
whether they have been ongoing or just beginning, is the first step in relieving yourself from the
deluge of tiredness and chronic fatigue. The sooner that you can identify the problem – more
specifically, the source of it – the sooner you can remove it from your life entirely. The proposed
trouble with diagnosing fatigue symptoms and illnesses is that they can affect people in many
different ways, and the seriousness of it can vary greatly. You should note that this book is not
intended to diagnose or help you diagnose an illness. If your condition is noticeably affecting
your life, you should seek professional help. By exploring what fatigue is, the many ways
it can affect you, possible causes and common, universal solutions to heal, your understanding
of this feeling will increase along with your ability to do something about it. This book will see that
you are better informed so that you can take more decisive action in your lifestyle. It will help you
synchronize the energy levels of your body with your mind. You will learn more about how to
distinguish in which way fatigue relates to you, cultivate and sustain heightened levels of energy,
and curb that feeling of fatigue to stay right at the edge of your pillow. A lot of times that’s exactly
where it all starts, even if you think you’re getting enough hours and still don’t feel rested.
While physical and mental fatigues have different characteristics, they often exist at the same
time. Physical fatigue is characterized by the ebbing of the body’s normal physical activity levels.
On the other hand, mental fatigue gives you a hard time sleeping and you often lose
concentration. It is a Symptom Please note that fatigue is not a sign, but actually a
symptom. How is this so? A symptom is something that you feel, like a headache, while a sign is
something that your doctor can see without even asking you about how you feel, like rashes.
Fatigue is a non-specific symptom, meaning it is caused by a lot of different things.
Physical Fatigue Physical fatigue is when your muscles have difficulty doing what they
usually do with ease. Have you had trouble going up the stairs lately? How about when carrying
something heavy? You are experiencing muscle weakness resulting in minimized strength to
perform things that you never had trouble doing before. Mental Fatigue Mental
fatigue is manifested when you have trouble focusing on something or when you lose your
concentration. This may cause disruption of your daily routines. You feel sleepy and weak; you
can’t even get out of bed. This is can be a debilitating condition that has tragic results, like when
you are driving on the freeway and you suddenly lose concentration. You might end up in an
accident. Fatigue Spares No One Even the strongest can feel fatigue. Experts say
about 10% of the global population suffer from fatigue at any given time. In the United States
alone, the National Institute of Health says that one in five people claims to be suffering from
fatigue that is severe enough to disrupt their daily activities. Fatigue and
Sleepiness Fatigue is not the same as sleepiness. Fatigue is a chronic condition and it
can be an indication of a medical illness. On the other hand, sleepiness is caused by not having
enough sleep and it can be a symptom of a more serious medical condition. Signs and
Symptoms When you are suffering from fatigue, you feel exhausted after an activity,



whether physical or mental. Your feeling of tiredness is not relieved even when you rest or get
some sleep. A severe condition may cause a disruption of your normal activities. A more
severe condition is chronic fatigue that is a result of not doing any physical activity but a loss of
motivation. Patients diagnosed with clinical depression may complain of chronic fatigue.
The signs and symptoms of fatigue can either be mental, physical, or emotional. If you observe
the following signs and symptoms, you might be suffering from fatigue: · Body
malaise · Lack of motivation · Dizziness ·
Headache, especially if in a new pattern · Lack of focus ·
Hallucinations · Muscle and/or joint pain · Inability to
concentrate · Poor short-term memory · Coordination is
impaired · Irritability · Impaired judgment
· Mood swings · Pain after any activity · Loss of
appetite · Sore throat · Enlarged lymph nodes
· Drowsiness · Slowed reflexes Causes When you
take a look at the possible causes of fatigue, the list might go on and on. You can ask medical
experts and they will tell you that most illnesses include fatigue or body malaise as a possible
symptom. Some of these illnesses to rule out will be provided at the end of this section.
· Your lifestyle or your line of work could be the possible cause of your fatigue. Are
you a doctor or a nurse? The long hours at work result in irregular sleeping patterns that can
make you feel tired all the time. Police officers are also prone to fatigue because their job
sometimes entails physical activities, especially those who are assigned to the night shift.
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Terence C., “We all need more energy. Great book, I felt like this author wrote this book for me.
But in actuality probably written for anyone living a modern life.This is an issue most of face. This
book is a great book so you can improve your life by having more energy and fighting fatigue.
Because nothing slows down your productivity than that always feeling tired feeling. And I feel
this book is has great tips. Already seeing a change.”

Alexis, “I'm sick of being tired!. I've always wondered why the heck I feel tired all day long! I tried
everything, but nothing seemed to work. Until I found this book, that is! The author does a great
job outlining different strategies and tips to regain your energy from scratch. It can be done, that
is for sure. If you are tired of tiredness, go ahead and grab a copy. Highly recommended!”

tori sheridan, “Great book havnt read it yet. waiting to read it before I can give it a rating . I will
rate it after I read it definitely”

The book by Sofia Johansson has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 6 people have provided feedback.
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